On 24 Dec 1990 PMU received via pressfax (second cast) a 4-page paper entitled INTERPULS (INTERPULSE) whose masthead comprises the word "Interpuls," printed in the form of reproduced handwriting on a background of stylized depictions of the U.S. and Soviet flags. To the left of the masthead design is the information: "Soviet-U.S. Edition of the newspaper KOMSOMOLSKAYA PRAVDA." To the right, the issue number (No. 1) above the words "Events, Advertisements, Contacts." Editorial information carried at the foot of the page 4 states (in English):

Editors: Robert Simon, USA, Miroslav Melnik, USSR.

Observers: Andrew Sussman, USA, Leonid Zakharov, USSR.

Published in the USA by: Interpulse ltd, 535 16th Street, Suite 620 Denver, Colorado 80202 USA. Phone (303) 825-6100. Fax (303) 82526109.

Published in the USSR by: Pulse 6th floor, Pravda street Moscow, A-137, 125866 USSR. Phone & fax (095) 257-2218.

For advertising Information Contact: Robert Simon at Interpulse ltd.

Circulation is listed as 21,925,000. There is no indication of the publication's periodicity.

The subscription copy of KOMSOMOLSKAYA PRAVDA 25 Dec 1990 received by PMU contained the first issue of INTERPULS as a pullout supplement.

In a column on page 1 American editor Andrew Simon says the paper "aims to keep its finger on the pulse of what is happening in America, the West and the Soviet Union. It will cover everything from news to the arts and ecology." The first issue of paper carried no hard news and consisted of features on UFOs, Arnold Schwaerznegger and skateboarding. Several pages consisted of advertisements by Soviet businesses seeking western partners.

PMU has no plans to cover this paper.
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